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Abstract
Smart windows, having electrically-controlled transmission and zero-energy
consumption when maintaining a colored or colorless state, increase the energy
efficiency of buildings because they offer the potential to greatly reduce the energy
cost of lighting, heating and cooling. Currently, the operation of traditional smart
windows requires external voltages to trigger the coloration/bleaching processes,
which makes traditional smart windows far from being a net-zero energy-consumption
technology. The purpose of this work was to develop energy-efficient electrochromic
smart windows, which are addressed by electrochromic supercapacitors and
electrochromic batteries.
Herein, the first study involved electrodeposition of MoO2+x thin films with oxygen
deficiencies. The electrodeposited MoO2+x electrode exhibits a super-capacitive
performance of 89 mF cm−2 at 1 mA cm−2. This enhanced super-capacitive
performance makes these electrodeposited MoO2+x films highly promising candidates
as counter electrodes in a complementary electrochromic device (i.e. electrochromic
supercapacitor). As such, in comparison to the single-active-layer electrochromic
device, the introduction of MoO2+x electrode accelerates redox reactions at the working
electrode (WO3). We show that the coloration potential of the complementary
electrochromic device decreases to −0.5 V and the bleaching potential reaches as low
as 0.5 V. This research provides a new and facile strategy to fabricate substoichiometric molybdenum oxide nanofilms and reveals the functions of supercapacitive materials in a complementary electrochromic device.
ii

The second study involved the synthesis of aqueous V3O7 nanoparticle inks, which
offers the potential for fabricating large-scale thin films via low-cost solutionprocessed techniques. The fabricated V3O7 electrode can be utilized in a Zn-V3O7
electrochromic battery display system that exhibits an optical transmittance contrast
of 21% at 632.8 nm and rapid switching times of 10.4/28.6 s (coloration at 0.2
V/bleaching at 1.6 V). Moreover, the Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery display system
eliminates the external voltage requirement for the coloration process and retrieves
15.2 mWh g-1 (32.6 mWh m-2) energy consumed for the bleaching process. For a proof
of concept, a prototype aqueous Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery display is constructed
by sandwiching a Zn anode between two V3O7 cathodes. The demonstrated
electrochromic battery display possesses an open circuit potential (OCP) of 1.38 V,
which enables the self-coloration behavior and energy retrieval functionality. We also
show that the prototype display reversibly switches between the multi-colors (fully
yellow, fully grayish-blue and half yellow-half grayish-blue maple leaves). This
research presents a facile strategy to synthesize aqueous V3O7 inks, as well as a novel
electrochromic battery display having energy retrieval functions, thus facilitating the
development of energy-efficient electrochromic displays.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Meeting increasing energy demands has become a severe challenge all around the world.
Because of the limitations of non-renewable resources, improving the efficiency of energy
utilization is an urgent problem. In 2014, there were approximately 482,000 buildings in
Canada that consumed a total of 911.2 million gigajoules of energy;[1] therefore, the
potential building energy saving is significant.
Electrochromic film technology provides a new method to save energy because it controls
the solar radiation and transmittance of visible light through building windows on
demand.[2] Electrochromic films can be deposited on the surface of conductive glass, such
as indium tin oxide (ITO) or fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass. When a voltage is
applied to electrochromic films, the photochemical properties of the materials are altered in
a reversible fashion.[3] Applying a different range of voltage or using different
electrochromic film materials will result in changing the color and transmittance properties
of the window. Furthermore, the transmittance of windows can be maintained if the voltage
applied is turned off. Therefore, by controlling the voltage applied to the electrochromic
film, windows can reduce the energy loss that is caused by the temperature difference
between the indoor temperature and the outdoor temperature. Hence, the energy spent on
cooling or heating the buildings will be reduced.
The operation of a typical smart window is shown in Figure 1.[4] There are three states of a
smart window: bright (Figure 1a), cool (Figure 1b) and dark (Figure 1c). In the bright state
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(Figure 1a), both visible and near-infrared radiation are transmitted through, and the
transmittance of the smart window is close to that of traditional plain glass windows. After
applying a voltage, the intercalation of solute ions triggers a coloration process (cool state)
(Figure 1b), which blocks most of the near-infrared light. Upon applying a more voltage,
both visible and near-infrared lights are blocked with the formation of a dark state (Figure
1c). These three states can be reversibly switched by controlling the voltage applied to smart
windows.

Figure 1. Electrochromic window design that controllably and selectively absorbs visible
light and near-infrared light. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [4]. Copyright 2013,
Nature Publishing Group.
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The electrochromism Phenomenon was firstly introduced in 1961 by Dr. J. R. Platt from
the University of Chicago.[5] In 1969, Dr. S. K. Deb explained in detail the electrochromic
performance of WO3 films.[6] Subsequently, researchers in the field of electrochromism
discovered numerous electrochromic materials, including transition metal oxides and
organic electrochromic materials. Recently, electrochromism technology has been applied
to the development of smart windows. Compared to the smart window, a traditional window
is responsible for the loss of approximately 30% of the energy loss during either cooling or
heating a building.[7] In this respect, windows can be considered ‘holes’ in building
envelope and a significant portion of energy can escape through these holes. On the other
hand, smart windows block 99.4% of ultraviolet light, which significantly reduces the
energy losses of a building caused by a temperature differential. According to the United
States (U.S.) Department of Energy, smart windows could save as much as 1 quadrillion
BTUs of energy every year, which is more than 1 percent of the nation’s annual energy
consumption, or more than $10 billion in annual energy costs in the U.S.[7] This is further
proved by the study “The Energy-Savings Potential of Electrochromic Windows in the US
Commercial Buildings Sector” from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.[8] Building
simulations have been performed to evaluate the energy performance of smart windows in
commercial buildings. Here, smart windows enable a reduction of 10-20% energy
consumption compared to static low-emissivity windows. Thus, smart windows are a
promising technology for energy-efficient green buildings
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Background
2.1 Electrochromic Materials
Electrochromic materials are the most important part of the electrochromic device.
Normally, they can be divided into organic and inorganic materials. WO3 is a widely used
inorganic material due to its excellent electrochromic properties and high electrochemical
stability.[3] Conductive polymers are widely used organic material because of their various
color selectivity, high conductivity, and fast reaction time.[9]

2.1.1 Inorganic Materials
Transition metal oxides are a widely used inorganic material. According to the voltage of
the colored state, they can be classified into cathodic coloration and anodic coloration[10]
materials as shown below in Figure 2-1:
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Figure 2-1. Electrochromic oxides showing both cathodic and anodic coloration. Reprinted
from Ref. [10]. Copyright 2017, Elsevier.

Cathodic Coloration
Cathodic coloration means that the electrochromic films are bleached by applying a positive
voltage and color by applying a negative voltage. WO3, MoO3, TiO2, and Nb2O5 are widely
used cathodic electrochromic materials. For example, the model of coloration of MoO3
(Figure 2-2) is represented by the reaction shown in Equation 2.1:
MoO3|Transparent + xM+ + xe- ↔ MxMoO3|Blue
M+ is positive ions which can be either H+, or Li+, or Na+.

5
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Figure 2-2. Schematic illustration of the change of MoO3 crystal structure into HxMoO3 and
the lithium-ion insertion-extraction process for HxMoO3. Reprinted from Ref. [11].
Copyright 2015, Elsevier.

Ideally, MoO3 is a composite of the octahedron. As shown in Figure 2-2, the two-layer
structure of MoO3 provides the possibility of ions insertion.[11] The positive M+ ions can be
inserted into the gap between the two layers. However, since the Van der Waals’ force
between the two layers is week, this causes high coloration efficiency but low bleaching
efficiency.
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Anodic Coloration
Anodic coloration means that the electrochromic films are colored by applying a positive
voltage and are bleached by applying negative voltage. NiO, IrOx, and Co2O3 are widely
used anodic electrochromic materials. For example, the model of the coloration of NiO can
be explained by the reaction represented by Equation 2.2:
NiO|Transparent + OH- ↔ NiOOH|Brown + e-

(2.2)

where, normally, KOH solution is used to be the source of OHNiO is the most widely used anodic electrochromic material due to the abundance in nature.
This material has the same structure as NaCl,[12] where both Ni2+ ions and O2- ions are in
the center of a regular octahedron. Moreover, because of the natural lack of Ni2+ ions in the
structure, NiO is also behaving as a semiconductor.[13]

2.1.2 Organic Materials
Organic materials are widely used because of their multi-colors, high electrochromic
efficiency, and long-time stability. Conductive polymers and bipyridine-based compounds
are often used in organic materials.[14] Conductive polymers are a high molecular material
with high conductivity. Electrons can move on the molecular chain, which provides the
possibility of electrochromism. In recent research, polyaniline, polypyrrole, and
polythiophene are often used conductive polymers.[15] Viologen is the most often used
bipyridine-based compound. Viologen has three redox states, which corresponds to multistep electrochromism. Moreover, Viologen is colorful, stable, and heat-resist.[14]
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2.2 Complementary Electrochromic Devices
An electrochromic device is a “sandwich” structure that contains: substrate, transparent
conductor, counter-electrode, ion conductor and electrochromic layer (the most important
part) as shown below in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3. Complementary electrochromic device.

Substrate
The Substrate is the outer layer of the electrochromic device, which supports the device. It
is typically made out of glass.

Transparent Conductor
The most important function of the transparent conductor is its ability to allow electrons
flow. The transparent conductor can be either indium tin oxide (ITO) or fluorine-doped tin
oxide (FTO). The composite of a substrate and transparent conductor is called ITO glass or
FTO glass, respectively.
8
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Counter Electrode
The counter-electrode is also known as the ions store layer. This electrode provides space
for ion storage. When the voltage is applied to the electrochromic layer, electrons flow out
of the electrochromic layer and enter the counter-electrode. Therefore, the counterelectrode must exhibit high ions storing capacity.

Electrochromic Layer
This is the most important part of an electrochromic device. It is also called the working
electrode. The coloration and bleaching of electrochromic material occur in this layer.

Ion Conductor
The ion conductor layer (electrolyte) is used for the transport of ions. Based on the
properties of the electrochromic layer, the electrolyte can be either an acid or an alkaline
solution. Typically, the ion conductor is in a liquid state, which provides high efficiency in
terms of ions transport. Some recent research studies showed that a solid ion conductor can
also exhibit high working efficiency.[16]

Example of NiO and WO3 Complementary Electrochromic Device
The composite of NiO and WO3 electrodes is an example of the complementary
electrochromic device (Figure 2-4).[17] Both NiO and WO3 films can work as the
electrochromic layer, which significantly increases the working efficiency. The opposing
redox reactions occur at the electrodes in the complementary electrochromic device, while
the WO3 electrode is being oxidized (bleaching) or reduced (coloring), the NiO electrode
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can be simultaneously reduced (bleaching) or oxidized (coloring) at the counter electrode.
Hence, both NiO and WO3 can be transformed to a colored state by applying a voltage. On
the other hand, at the time that the opposite voltage is applied, both NiO and WO3 layers
can become transparent.

Figure 2-4. Schematic diagram of the NiO/WO3 electrochromic device. Reprinted from Ref.
[17]. Copyright 2009, Elsevier

Supercapacitive Materials
Supercapacitive materials are one example of promising energy storage materials. Such
materials have been developed because of their desirable properties, such as large power
density and high charge/discharge rate.[18] Supercapacitive materials can also function as
the ions store layer in a complementary electrochromic device. As the counter electrode, a
supercapacitive material enhances the redox reaction at the electrochromic layer. Electric
double-layer capacitor and pseudo-capacitor are two cores contributing to the high
capacitance performance of supercapacitors.[19] Supercapacitive properties have been found
from various materials such as metal oxides, conducting polymers and binary metal
hydroxides.[20–22]
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2.3 Electrochromic Batteries
Electrochromic materials change their colors in response to the intercalation of guest ions.
Interestingly, the intercalation of the guest ions is very similar to the chemistry of batteries.
In this regard, such material enables the functionalities of an electrochromic battery that
incorporates energy storage and electrochromism features. When a versatile electrochromic
material (cathode) embodies a higher potential compared to the anode (typically a metal),
an electrical current can be generated by the conversion of chemical energy via redox
reactions at the anode and cathode. Meanwhile, the intercalation of guest ions (redox
reactions at the cathode side) induces the color change of the electrochromic materials. Such
an electrochromic battery provides novel advantages compared to conventional
electrochromic devices, including the elimination of the requirement for an ion storage
layer, self-coloring, and returning the energy consumed for deintercalation of the guest ions.
Typically an electrochromic battery is a “sandwich” structure that contains substrate,
transparent conductor, ion conductor, anode (usually a metal) and electrochromic layer (the
most important part), as shown below in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5. Structure of a typical electrochromic battery.
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2.4 Methods of Electrochromic Films Preparation
Electrodeposition Method
Electrodeposition is a process where one takes advantage of the electrical conductivity of
molecules (or ions) in solution to deposit the molecules (or ions) on a conductive electrode.
As shown in Figure 2-6, by applying alternating voltage, molecules (or ions) are deposited
on the electrode (normally ITO or FTO glass).[23] The electrochromic films created by
electrodeposition are typically composed of coalesced amorphous nanoparticles, which
provide a large electrode surface area and short solid-phase ion diffusion pathways.

Figure 2-6. Schematic representation of the two types of cathodic electrodeposition
processes: (a) electroplating and (b) electrophoretic deposition (EPD). Reprinted from Ref.
[23]. Copyright 2015, IntechOpen.
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Hydrothermal Method
The hydrothermal method is a method of synthesis of crystallizing substances from hightemperature aqueous solutions at high vapor pressures. It has the advantages of being low
cost and controllable. An example of TiO2 nanoparticle preparation is shown below (Figure
2-7).[24]

Figure 2-7. Schematic representation of the immobilization of TiO2 nanoparticles on the
surface of cellulose fiber of the paper. Reproduced from Ref. [24] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Spray Coating Method
The spray coating method involves spraying a solution to the substrate through a nozzle.
For the formation of a uniform layer, the solutions must have very low viscosity. This
method is widely employed since it is compatible with large-scale electrode fabrication and
can coat at high speed. An illustration of the spray coating method is shown below (Figure
2-8).[25]
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Figure 2-8. (a) Pale blue solution is sprayed onto FTO glass. (b) Coated substrate is dried
and oxidized subsequently as the droplet is sprayed onto the hot FTO glass. Reproduced
from Ref. [25] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Inkjet Printing Method
The inkjet printing method involves the coating application of a solution to a substrate. This
method is used in constructing flexible devices; therefore, inkjet printing plays an important
role in transistors and light-emitting devices fabrication.[26] Electrochromic layers can also
be built using this deposition method. The inkjet printing method is a precise coating
technology having the following advantages: low cost, high-resolution pattern fabrication,
and highly efficient material use.
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2.5 Parameters of Electrochromism
Color and Transmittance
The visible light spectrum is the range of light that a human eye sees. The wavelengths
range from 380 to 700 nm and are separated into the color bands of the rainbow because
each color is a different wavelength. Table 2-1 shows the color of light under different
wavelengths.
Table 2-1. Wavelength for color bands in a visible light spectral region.
Color band

Wavelength (nm)

Red

620-750

Orange

590-620

Yellow

570-590

Green

495-570

Blue

450-495

Violet

380-450

The transmittance of a smart window is defined as the fraction of incident electromagnetic
power that is transmitted through the window. The degree of optical contrast of
transmittance during the reversible color-switching process indicates the electrochromic
performance of smart windows.

Coloration efficiency
A key metric of electrochromism is coloration efficiency (CE), which represents the change
in optical density (ΔOD) per unit of charge intercalated into the electrochromic layer, as
represented by Equation 2.3.[28]
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△OD = log(Tc/Tb) = ηQ/A

(2.3)

where η is coloration efficiency (CE), Q is charge (C), A is contact area (cm2), Tc and Tb
are the transmittances of electrochromic devices at coloration and bleaching states,
respectively.

Response time
Response time reflects the switching time (time for color change) required for
electrochromic devices. The response time is defined as the time required to achieve 90%
of the maximum optical contrast.[29]

Cycle performance
Cycle performance is a key metric of smart windows. Normally, 105 times of cycles are
required for the practical application of smart windows.

2.6 Discussion
In this chapter, the critical components and the system of electrochromism are discussed.
Electrochromic material can be classified into inorganic and organic material. Inorganic
material includes cathodic material and anodic material. WO3 is the most widely used
cathodic material and NiO is the most widely used anodic material. Organic materials are
often known as conductive polymers and bipyridine-based compounds. Electrochromic
material can be used to create electrochromic devices, which are composed of substrate,
transparent conductor, counter-electrode (or anode), electrochromic layer, and ion
conductor. Since electrochromic material can reversibly change their optical properties
16
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under an applied voltage which adjusts the light transmittance and solar radiation of smart
windows, the energy loss caused by the temperature difference (between indoor
temperature and outdoor temperature) will be reduced. Some methods for the preparation
of electrochromic layers were presented: electrodeposition, hydrothermal, spray coating,
and inkjet printing methods. The parameters of electrochromism include color and
transmittance, coloration efficiency, response time, and cycle performance. In summary,
the following problems should be solved for the development of smart windows:
(1) The operation of traditional electrochromic devices requires external voltages to trigger
the coloration/bleaching processes, which makes the traditional electrochromic device far
from a net-zero energy-consumption technology. It is necessary to develop energy-efficient
electrochromic smart windows.
(2) The solution‐processed approach is compatible with large-scale electrode fabrication
and high-speed production, thus making it promising for practical thin film fabrication. A
simple, scalable method for synthesizing aqueous nanoparticle inks is needed.
Problem (1) is addressed by electrochromic supercapacitors and electrochromic batteries
(Chapters 3 and 4). Problem (2) is addressed by synthesizing aqueous nanoparticle inks
(Chapter 4).
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Chapter 3
Oxygen Vacancy Tunable Electrochemical Properties of
Electrodeposited Molybdenum Oxide Films
A version of this Chapter has been published in ACS Applied Materials&Interfaces:
Zhang, W.; Li, H.; Firby, C. J.; Al-Hussein, M.; Elezzabi, A. Y. Oxygen-Vacancy-Tunable
Electrochemical Properties of Electrodeposited Molybdenum Oxide Films. ACS Appl.
Mater. Interfaces 2019, 11, 20378–20385.
(DOI: 10.1021/acsami.9b04386)

3.1 Introduction
Alternative energy sources and multifunctional energy storage devices have attracted much
research interest for the demand of renewable energy and energy saving. Among various
energy saving strategies, electrochromic devices and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
are thought to be promising methods for the development of environment-friendly devices.
An electrochromic device (ECD), where ions are injected into electrochromic layer during
charging and whereas, during discharging, ions move backward to ions storage layer, show
great promise in green building to decrease the cost of air conditioning and sun shading,
and simultaneously improve the indoor living comfort.[30] On the other hand, HER is being
utilized to generate hydrogen gas for next generation clean energy fuel.[31] To date, noble
metal, such as Platinum (Pt) is shown to be most the efficient catalyst with low overpotential
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and high current for HER.[32] However, the high cost and shortage of noble metal sources
limit its application.
For the development of the above technologies, material properties play an important role.
Transition metal oxides (TMOs) have shown great potential for low-cost and
environmentally-friendly energy storage/conversion technologies due to their remarkable
multivalence states and the associated redox reactions.[33,34] Molybdenum oxides, a typical
kind of TMO, have been identified as an emerging choice for a variety of applications, such
as supercapacitors,[35,36] hydrogen evolution reactions (HER),[37] batteries,[38,39] and
electrochromic devices (ECDs).[40,41] However, the low electrical conductivity and slow
reaction kinetics of MoO3, where Mo is in its highest oxidation state, prevent the
widespread use of MoO3 in such applications.[42,43] In recent years, the introduction of
oxygen vacancies has been found to mediate these drawbacks. The oxygen vacancies are
found to serve as shallow donors and enhance charge carrier mobility, thus improving the
electrical conductivity.[44,45] Techniques, such as extrinsic N doping,[46] radio-frequency
(RF) magnetron sputtering,[47] solvothermal, and vacuum sublimation method (where strict
heat treatment and vacuum environment are required for obtaining sub-stoichiometric
molybdenum oxides),[48,49] were used to introduce oxygen vacancies in MoO3. However,
these methods hinder the widespread utilization of MoO3 due to their elaborate material
processing and stringent parameters control needed for high yield.
Compared to the aforementioned methods, electrodeposition provides several unique
advantages, including control over the film’s layer thickness, large scale scalability, low
reaction temperatures, and cost-effectiveness. Most importantly, the electrodeposited films
are typically composed of coalesced amorphous nanoparticles, which provide large
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Notably, these

characteristics result in high electrochemical performance.[50–53] Furthermore, the electric
field applied during electrodeposition process not only binds the target material to the
substrate,[54] but also introduces oxygen vacancies, thus, altering the valence state of the
film’s constituent materials.[55,56] For example, the electrodeposition of In2O3 and MnO2
were shown to introduce oxygen vacancies and alter the valence state, resulting in improved
electrochemical performance.[57,58]
It has previously been reported that nanoscale TMOs can be prepared from chemical
precursor solution via electrodeposition.[58–61] However, the introduction of oxygen
vacancies into nanoscale TMOs material, and the resulting effect on their electrochemical
performance has yet to be extensively explored. Herein, we utilize electrodeposition to form
a MoO3 nanoparticle colloid onto indium in oxide (ITO)-coated glass to show that the
reduction of the valence of Mo (VI) to Mo (IV, V) and the formation of a thin MoO2+x film
yields an enhanced super-capacitive performance. The electrodeposited MoO2+x electrode
exhibits an areal capacitance of 89 mF cm−2 at 1 mA cm−2, and a negligible capacitance loss
within 600 cycles. Additionally, the MoO2+x films possess a high diffusion coefficient for
H+ ions needed for intercalation (3.30×10−8 cm2 s−1) and deintercalation (1.80×10−8 cm2
s−1). This enhanced super-capacitive performance makes these electrodeposited MoO2+x
films highly promising candidates as counter electrodes in complementary ECDs. As such,
in comparison to single-active-layer ECD, the introduction of MoO2+x electrode accelerates
the redox reactions at the working electrode. We show that the coloration potential of the
complementary ECD decreases to −0.5 V and the bleaching potential reaches as low as 0.5
V. We further investigate the HER catalysis activity of MoO3-y where Mo is in V and VI
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valence states. After annealing the electrodeposited MoO2+x film at 200 °C for 24 hours,
MoO2+x can be partially oxidized to MoO3−y and exhibits high catalysis activity for HER.
The MoO3−y electrode shows an overpotential of 201 mV at current density of 10 mA cm−2
with a Tafel slope of 90 mV. Interestingly, upon annealing the MoO2+x film at 300 °C for 6
hours, the Mo reaches its highest oxidation state (VI), and the resulting MoO3 film exhibits
a battery-like characteristics.

3.2 Experimental Section
Materials
All the chemicals were analytical grade and were used without further purification.
Molybdenum powder (Mo, 99.99%), tungsten powder (W, 99.99%), sulfuric acid (H2SO4,
98%), and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Mw ~130,000) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich.
Nitric acid (HNO3, 68%) was acquired from Fisher. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%) was
acquired from ACS reagent.

Synthesis of MoO3 Colloid
The MoO3 colloid was prepared according to our previous protocol.[30] Briefly, Mo powder
(0.36 g) was added to 75 mL of HNO3 solution (0.5 M) and refluxed at 75 °C under stirring
for five hours to form a solution with a white suspension composed of MoO3·0.5H2O and
MoO3·H2O. The white suspension was collected by centrifugation and washed with
deionized (DI) water six times. Next, the product was diluted by DI water to form a
precursor solution (1.5 mg mL-1). The precursor solution was then sonicated in an ultrasonic
bath (Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, NJ) until a clear solution was formed.
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Electrodeposition of MoO2+x Films
Prior to the deposition, ITO-coated glass (3 cm×4 cm) substrates were cleaned with ethanol
and deionized (DI) water. A 2 cm×2 cm area of the ITO film was removed from the
substrate, via laser ablation, to create a non-conductive region on the glass substrate (See
Figure A-1). A three-electrode configuration was used to electrodeposit MoO2+x films, with
Pt wire, ITO glass, and Ag/AgCl as the counter, working and reference electrodes,
respectively. The MoO3 colloid was electrodeposited onto an effective 3×3 cm2 area of the
ITO glass substrate at a pulsed (1 second) current of −0.3 mA cm−2 and a pulsed (3 seconds)
0.03 mA cm−2 for 1,200 cycles, to obtain the MoO2+x film. MoO3−y and MoO3 films were
prepared by annealing in ambient air the MoO2+x electrodes at 200 °C for 24 hours and 300
°C, respectively, for six hours.

Electrodeposition of WO3 Films
W powder (1.8 g) was added to 60 mL of H2O2 solution (30%) and stirred for 12 hours to
form a yellow peroxotungstic acid colloid. Next, the sediments were filtered to obtain a
clear colloid. The clear colloid was electrodeposited onto pre-cleaned ITO-on-glass
substrate (3×3 cm2) at −0.3V for 180s to obtain a WO3 electrode.[62,63]

Electrochromic Device Assembly
The complementary ECD was assembled using the MoO2+x electrode as the counter
electrode, the WO3 electrode as the working electrode, and PVA-H2SO4 as the electrolyte.
The single-active-layer ECD was constructed using ITO-on-glass as the counter electrode,
the WO3 electrode as the working electrode, and PVA-H2SO4 as the electrolyte. The solid
state PVA-H2SO4 electrolyte was prepared based on previous report.[16] 6 g of PVA was
gradually added to 60 mL H2SO4 solution (1 M) at 85 °C under stirring. When the mixture
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became transparent, the prepared electrodes were immersed into the hot electrolyte for 10
seconds.

Characterization
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Kratos AXIS Ultra), transmission electron
microscope (TEM) (JEM-ARM200CF, JEOL) and field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM) (Zeiss SIGMA FESEM, German) were used to analyze the
composition and structure of samples. Electrochemical measurements were carried out
using a Zahner electrochemical workstation (Zennium CIMPS-1). A three-electrode
configuration was used for electrochemical measurements with Pt wire and Ag/AgCl as
counter and reference electrodes in a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) analysis was conducted by applying an AC voltage of 10 mV over a
frequency range between 0.1 Hz and 100 kHz. The linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) were Internal Resistance-corrected based on reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE), and internal resistance of electrodes was obtained from the EIS
measurements (Figures S3-2 and S3-3). LSV was conducted in a 0.5M H2SO4 solution at a
scan rate of 5 mV s−1. The long-term stability is assessed by taking continuous cyclic
voltammograms at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1 for 800 times. An Ocean Optics USB4000
spectrometer was used to measure the optical wavelength transmission. No background
correction was applied to the spectra. The dynamic characterizations were conducted by
directing a helium neon laser (wavelength of 632.8 nm) through a quartz cell ECDs. The
voltage was applied from Zahner and the photodiode output signal was collected with an
oscilloscope. The response time is calculated based on 90% transmittance change.
The areal capacitance (CA) is calculated according to:
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where I is the discharge current, Δt is the discharge duration, A is geometrical area of each
film and ΔV is the discharge potential window.

3.3 Results and Discussion
The electrodeposited MoO2+x films are imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM). As shown in Figures 3-1a and 3-1b, the MoO2+x
electrode exhibits a uniform nanoparticle film, confirming the colloidal electrodeposition
of nanoparticle films. The inset TEM image in Figure 3-1b confirmed the nanoparticles size
is approximately 20nm. To evaluate the valence state of Mo in MoO2+x films, XPS was
carried out. In Figure 3-1c, the XPS survey spectrum indicates the presence of both Mo and
O elements. Furthermore, the high resolution XPS Mo 3d core level spectrum is shown in
Figure 3-1d, where the most intense duplet peaks are located at 230.2 eV and 233.4 eV.
These are the binding energy of electrons in 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 levels of Mo in Mo (IV) valence
state.[64] Another pair of peaks, located at 231.6 eV and 234.8 eV, are attributed to Mo
(V).[65] The atomic ratio of Mo (IV) and Mo (V) is estimated to be 1.56 (Table A-1), which
indicates that x ≈ 0.20. It should be noted that both Mo (IV) and Mo (V) oxidation states
contribute to oxygen vacancies in MoO2+x film. These oxygen vacancies are introduced in
electrodeposited MoO2+x films due to the assistance of external negative electrical field.
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Figure 3-1. FESEM images of prepared MoO2+x nanofilms with (a) low magnification and
(b) high magnification. Inset in (b) is a DF-STEM image showing MoO2+x nanoparticles
(scale bar: 20 nm). (c) XPS survey spectrum of MoO2+x. (d) The Mo 3d XPS spectrum of
MoO2+x.

Figure 3-2a depicts the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the MoO2+x nanofilm in a 0.5 M
H2SO4 solution measured at different scan rates. Here, the diffusion coefficient of H+ for
intercalation and deintercalation can be estimated according to the measured peak current,
Ip (Amps),[66]
𝐼𝑝 = 2.69 × 105 𝐴𝐶 √𝐷𝑣𝑛3

（3.2）

where n is the number of electrons transferred (assumed to be 1), A is contact area (cm 2),
D is the diffusion coefficient of the H+ ions (cm2 s−1), C is the concentration of the H+ ions
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in electrolyte solution (mol cm−3), and v is the scan rate (V s−1). The peak current density
of intercalation/deintercalation as a function of the square root of scan rates is shown in
Figure 3-2b. Accordingly, the diffusion coefficients of H+ for intercalation and
deintercalation are calculated to be 3.305±0.015 ×10−8 cm2 s−1 and 1.800±0.017 ×10−8 cm2
s−1, respectively. Remarkably, the diffusion rate of H+ in MoO2+x films are 104 times faster
to the previously reported diffusion coefficient of H+ for intercalation in a α-MoO3
supercapacitor (∼3.32 × 10−12 cm2 s−1).[67] This enhanced diffusion rate is attributed to the
improved electrical conductivity of coalesced amorphous nanoparticles film. To further
understand the electrochemical behaviour of this electrode, the galvanostatic
charge/discharge processes were measured under different current densities. As shown in
Figure 3-2c, the charging and discharging time are approximately equal for all the chargedischarge curves, resulting in excellent energy storage and release circle. By examining the
Nyquist plot (Figure A-2), the short Warburg region confirms the high of H+ diffusion
coefficient for the intercalation and deintercalation processes. At low frequency region of
EIS, the steep slope indicates that the MoO2+x film is a highly-promising material for
supercapacitive applications.[68] This is further supported by calculation the areal
capacitance as shown in Figure 3-2d where it ranges from 89 mF cm−2 to 2.5 mF cm−2 as
the current density varies from 1 mA cm−2 to 5 mA cm−2. Remarkably, the areal capacitance
of 89 mF cm−2 is 3.56 times higher than that of a carbon fiber/MoO3 (i.e. 25 mF cm−2 at 1
mA cm−2) material,[69] suggesting the excellent ion storage capability of the MoO2+x film.
The areal capacitance of MoO2+x films decreases with the increase of current density, which
can be explained by insufficient ion transfer at the electrode/electrolyte interface at high
current density. Nonetheless, even at 5 mA cm−2, the areal capacitance of 2.5 mF cm−2, is
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still higher than the previously reported value of ~2 mF cm−2.[70] Along with the excellent
ion storage capability, the MoO2+x films also possess excellent cycling stability with
negligible capacitance loss within 600 cycles (Figure A-4).

Figure 3-2. (a) CV curves of MoO2+x at different scan rates in a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. (b)
Peak current density of intercalation/deintercalation as a function of the square root of scan
rates (c) Charge-discharge curves of MoO2+x at various current densities. (d) The areal
capacitance of the MoO2+x films.

Interestingly, the MoO2+x, having such enhanced ion storage properties, can be used as a
counter electrode in a complementary ECD. A prototype device (3 cm×3 cm) was
assembled (see Experimental section), where a MoO2+x electrode serves as the counter
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electrode for storing ions, and a WO3 electrode serves as the working electrode. The
opposing redox reactions occur at the electrodes in a complementary ECD, while the WO3
electrode is being oxidized (bleaching) or reduced (coloring), the MoO2+x electrode can be
simultaneously reduced or oxidized at the counter electrode. The high diffusion rate of
MoO2+x electrode enhances this process. In a single-active-layer ECD, ITO film serves as
the counter electrode, but it has poor charge storage properties.[71] This indicates that the
poor redox reactions at the counter electrode would hinder the electrochemical kinetics of
the device, leading to a higher operating voltage for the device. Images of the
complementary ECDs (top) and single-layer-active ECDs (bottom) under different voltages
are shown in Figure 3-3a. Following the images in Figure 3-3a from left to right, both the
complementary and the single-active-layer ECDs are colored under no bias (pristine), −0.5
V, −1.5 V, −2 V and −2.5 V biases for 5 min, respectively. For complementary ECD, the
color change can be noticed at a low applied voltage of −0.5 V, while the color change
appears above −2 V for single-active-layer ECD. Clearly, the introduction of the MoO2+x
electrode lowers the activation voltage of the ECD from -2V to -0.5V. This improvement
indicates that MoO2+x film can accelerate redox reactions at the working electrode, thus
leading to reduced potential of hydrogen ion insertion into the WO3 film.
For more detailed optical analysis, the transmittance contrast of the complementary ECD is
measured to be 23% at 632.8 nm under −0.5 V (Figure 3-3b), while the contrast of singleactive-layer is undetectable at −0.5 V (Figure 3-3c). At a voltage of −1.5 V, the
transmittance contrast of complementary ECD reaches 38% at 632.8 nm, whereas the
contrast of single-active-layer ECD is still negligible under −1.5 V. Compared to the 47%
transmittance contrast of complementary ECD, under −2 V the single-active-layer ECD just
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starts coloration with 19% optical contrast. Moreover, the complementary ECD reaches
63% contrast at 632.8 nm under −2.5 V, which is 6% higher than the contrast of singleactive-layer ECD at the same applying voltage. The lower activation voltage of the
complementary ECD indicates faster diffusion kinetics compared to the single-active-layer
ECD.
The dynamic transmittance characterization of the ECD at 632.8 nm is presented in Figure
3-3d. The complementary ECD can achieve a fully–cycled color change at −2.5 V
(coloration) and 0.5 V (bleaching), while single-active-layer ECD cannot reach fully
bleached state at 0.5 V. Since the MoO2+x speeds up the hydrogen ion transport kinetics of
the ECD, the complementary device shows a faster switching speed. The response times of
the complementary ECD is calculated to be 24.2 s for coloration and 32 s for bleaching,
whereas the single-active-layer device colors at 28s and bleaches at 46 s. Furthermore, the
complementary ECD also exhibits higher energy storage compared to the single-activelayer ECD. In Figure 3-3e, the discharging time of complementary device indicates a
capacity of 3.3 mF cm−2 at 0.1 mA cm−2, compared to 0.7 mF cm−2 in the single-activelayer device. Remarkably, this areal capacity of complementary ECD is also higher than
previously observed capacity of WO3 (~1 mF cm−2),[72] suggesting higher energy storage
with the assistance of MoO2+x electrode. Moreover, a key metric of ECDs is coloration
efficiency (CE) which represents the change in optical density (ΔOD) per unit of charge
intercalated into the electrochromic layer. The CE of the complementary ECD achieves
61.2 cm2 C−1 (Figure 3-3f), which is higher than the 54.8 cm2 C−1 of single-active-layer
ECD (Figure 3-3g), indicating the complementary ECD is more efficient and promising for
electrochromic applications.
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Figure 3-3. (a) Digital photographs of ECDs under different voltages. From left to right,
both complementary (top) and single-active-layer (bottom) ECDs are charged under no bias
(pristine), −0.5 V, −1.5 V, −2 V and −2.5 V biases for 5 min. (b) Visible transmittance of
complementary ECD under various voltages. (c) Transmittance contrast of single-activelayer ECD under various voltages. (d) In-situ transmittance spectrum of the complementary
ECD and single-active-layer ECD under −2.5 V (coloring) for 60 seconds and 0.5 V
(bleaching) for 60 seconds, alternately, applied potentials at an optical wavelength of
632.8 nm. (e) Discharge curves of single-active-layer ECD and complementary ECD at a
current density of 0.1 mA cm−2. (f) CE of complementary ECD and (g) single-active-layer
ECD under -2.5 V applied potential for the optical wavelength of 632.8 nm.
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While the MoO2+x can be utilized as a supercapacitor electrode with superior ion storage,
MoO3−y is also an efficient electrocatalyst for HER.[73–76] To demonstrate such functionality,
then we partially oxidized the electrodeposited MoO2+x to MoO3−y under a temperature of
200 °C and evaluated the HER catalytic activities of MoO3−y and MoO2+x electrodes. As
shown in Figure 3-4a, a uniform nanoparticle surface that is consistent with MoO2+x film
was observed, indicating the MoO2+x film can be oxidized under 200 °C without obvious
morphology change. The valence state of Mo was investigated by XPS spectra. In Figure
3-4b, the high resolution XPS Mo 3d core level spectrum shows the coexistence of Mo (V)
and Mo (VI), indicating the transformation of MoO2+x (VI, V) to MoO3-y (V, VI). The
atomic ratio of Mo (V) and Mo (VI) is estimated to be 1.08 (Table A-1), which indicates
that y ≈ 0.26. The HER catalysis was measured in a N2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution
with a three-electrode configuration. For comparison, measurements in the same conditions
were performed on a bare ITO-on-glass substrate, and a MoO2+x electrode. The linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV) curves of different samples are shown in Figure 3-4c. The MoO3−y
electrode shows an overpotential of 201 mV (vs. RHE) to achieve the standard HER current
density of 10mA cm−2, while the LSV curves of bare ITO-on-glass substrate and MoO2+x
electrode are flat and cannot reach the standard HER current density of 10 mA cm−2 (within
250 mV overpotential). Thus, the HER catalytic properties of bare ITO-on-glass substrate
and MoO2+x electrode are negligible, indicating that the MoO2+x electrode can be utilized in
a complementary ECD without electrolyte splitting. The mechanism and kinetics of the
HER performance of MoO3−y electrode is further investigated by Tafel slope. The Tafel
slope is derived from the LSV curve by fitting experimental data near onset potential to the
equation η=a+blog(j), where η is overpotential, b is Tafel slope, and j is current density.[77]
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A Tafel slope of 90 mV per decade is obtained for MoO3−y electrode. The rate of HER is
controlled by a high Tafel slope step (Volmer step ~120 mV per decade) and a low Tafel
slope step (Heyrovsky step ~ 40 mV or Tafel step ~30 mV per decade). Volmer step
indicates the proton adsorption onto active site, while Heyrovsky or Tafel step indicates the
evolution of hydrogen molecule from catalyst surface.[78] A Tafel slope of 90 mV per
decade suggests the dominant HER step of MoO3−y film is Volmer step. The Tafel slope of
90 mV per decade is less than the value of previously reported bulk α-MoO3 (122 mV per
decade), indicating a faster HER catalytic rate.[74] Moreover, the overpotential of the
MoO3−y electrode is only slightly increased to 216 mV after 800 cycles (Figure 3-4d),
indicating its good stability. Furthermore, to demonstrate a fully cycle of oxygen vacancies
recovery, MoO3 films with obvious morphology change are prepared (Figures A-5a and A5b) after annealing MoO2+x electrodes under 300 °C in ambient air. The CV curve of the
MoO3 film demonstrates clear redox peaks (Figure A-5c), revealing that the elimination of
oxygen vacancies enables the MoO3 to be a promising battery electrode.
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Figure 3-4. (a) FESEM image of as prepared MoO3−y nanofilms. (b) Mo 3d XPS spectrum
of MoO3-y. (c) LSV curves of bare ITO glass, MoO2+x and MoO3−y electrodes at a scan rate
of 5 mV s−1. (d) Durability test for the MoO3−y catalyst after 800 cycles.

3.4 Summary
We present a novel colloidal electrodeposition method for fabricating molybdenum oxide
films with oxygen vacancies. We fabricated MoO2+x electrodes that exhibit superior supercapacitive performance with an areal capacitance of 89 mF cm−2 at 1 mA cm−2. The MoO2+x
electrode can be utilized as a counter electrode for in complementary ECDs. The
complementary ECD remarkably lowered the activation potential for coloring and
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bleaching, which can be colored at −0.5 V while the single-active-layer ECD shows no
color change at this bias. The complementary ECD also exhibits a high areal capacitance
and fast switching performance. Moreover, we demonstrated that the oxidization of MoO2+x
can achieve molybdenum oxide with different valences (V, VI) that exhibit different
electrochemical characteristics. When annealing the MoO2+x under 200 °C, MoO2+x can be
partially oxidized to MoO3−y, which can be used for efficient electrocatalytic hydrogen
evolution reaction. When fully oxidized to MoO3, the electrode exhibits a battery feature.
This new and facile strategy to fabricate sub-stoichiometric molybdenum oxide nanofilms
reveals the effect of different valences (IV, V and VI) on the electrochemical performance
of the molybdenum oxide films and has the potential to be applied to other transition metal
oxides.
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Energy Retrieval Functions Using Solution-Processable Vanadium Oxide Inks. Advanced
Optical Materials 2020, 8, 1901224.
(DOI: 10.1002/adom.201901224)

4.1 Introduction
Given the demand for efficient energy technology, electrochromic devices have attracted
much research interest.[81] Among their various applications, electrochromic displays, still
in the incipient development stage, show significant promise for developing bistable
displays due to their zero-energy consumption while maintaining a colored or colorless
state.[82] However, operation of traditional electrochromic displays requires external
voltages to trigger the coloration/bleaching processes, which makes the traditional
electrochromic displays far from a net-zero energy-consumption technology. The majority
of electrochromic display research has focused on developing nanostructure electrochromic
materials for fast switchings[83,84] without paying attention to how to reduce the consumed
energy of the electrochromic displays.
Recently, we developed a promising Zn-based electrochromic battery technology for smart
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windows.[39] The electrochromic battery exhibits self-coloration behaviors and eliminates
the external voltage requirement for triggering the coloration process. The aqueous
compatible Zn anode implements a much lower charged/bleached voltage for the
electrochromic battery compared to the Li- and Al-based electrochromic batteries.[85,86] The
lower charged/bleached potential indicates a lower energy consumption during the
bleaching process. As such, the Zn-based aqueous electrochromic battery platform is an
energy-efficient technology for reducing the energy consumption of electrochromic
devices. To date, no reports exist on the utilization of electrochromic battery systems for
developing energy-efficient electrochromic displays.
Electrochromic materials play an important role in the development of electrochromic
battery displays. Transition metal oxides (TMOs) have shown excellent electrochromic
properties due to their remarkable multivalence states and the corresponding color
evoluation.[87–89] Among the TMOs, vanadium oxide is considered the most promising
material for electrochromic displays because of its multicolor behaviors.[90,91] However, the
low electrical conductivity, significant volume expansion during cycling, and the slow
reaction kinetics of bulk vanadium oxide prevent its widespread use.[92,93] In recent years,
nanosized vanadium oxides have been studied to mediate these drawbacks because
nanostructures provide abundant active sites on the surface and shorten the diffusion paths
of ions.[93] Techniques, such as electrodeposition,[92] electron beam evaporation,[94] and the
hydrothermal method[95] were used to synthesize nanosized vanadium oxides. Nonetheless,
due to their complicated process and high-energy consumption, these methods hinder the
fabrication of large-scale electrodes. Naturally, a solution‐processed approach is
compatible with large-scale electrode fabrication and high-speed production, thus making
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it promising for practical thin film fabrication.[25,96] Recently, it was reported that the
multivalent cations can provide multiple charges to accelerate the redox reactions for fast
electrochromic switching times.[87] A prime candidate for multivalent cations intercalation
is vanadium oxides, which so have been utilizing monovalent Li+ to trigger
electrochromism.
Herein, we report a simple, scalable method for synthesizing aqueous V3O7 nanoparticle
inks that offer the potential for fabricating large-scale thin films via low-cost solutionprocessed techniques. The Zn-based electrochromic battery system is used to demonstrate
a novel electrochromic battery display platform configured with V3O7 cathode, Zn anode,
and 1 M ZnSO4 electrolyte. The V3O7 cathode delivers a reversible switch between a
grayish-blue reduced state and a yellow oxidized state due to the Zn2+ insertion (selfcoloring/discharging) and extraction (bleaching/charging). This Zn-V3O7 electrochromic
battery display system, as described, exhibits an optical transmittance contrast of 21% at
632.8 nm, fast self-coloration time of 6.6 s (coloration at 0 V), and rapid switching times
of 10.4/28.6 s (coloration at 0.2 V/bleaching at 1.6 V). In addition, we investigate the energy
retrieval function of the Zn-V3O7 electrochromic display. The Zn-V3O7 electrochromic
display eliminates the external voltage requirement for the coloration process and retrieves
15.2 mWh g-1 (32.6 mWh m-2) from the energy consumed for the bleaching process. For a
proof of concept, a prototype aqueous Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery display is
constructed by sandwiching a Zn anode between two V3O7 cathodes. The prototype display
possesses an open circuit potential (OCP) of 1.38 V, which enables the self-coloration
behavior and the energy retrieval functionality. Furthermore, the prototype display
reversibly switches between the multi-colors (fully yellow, fully grayish-blue, and half
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yellow-half grayish-blue images). Such a capability makes the Zn-V3O7 electrochromic
battery a promising candidate for energy-efficient displays.

4.2 Experimental Section
Materials
All the chemicals were of analytical grade and were used without further purification. Zinc
sulfate heptahydrate (ZnSO4·7H2O, 99%), zinc foil (Zn, 99.9%), poly(ethyleneimine)
solution (PEI, 50% (w/v) in H2O), vanadium oxychloride (99%), toluene (anhydrous,
99.8%), methanol (anhydrous, 99.8%), and oleylamine (technical grade, 70%) were
purchased from Sigma‐Aldrich. 1-Octadecanol (97%) is purchased from Alfa Aesar.

Synthesis of Aqueous Vanadium Oxide Ink
The previously reported rapid and scalable method was adopted for the synthesis of V3O7
nanoparticle ink.[97] Briefly, 1-Octadecanol (15.84 g) and oleylamine (60 mL) were added
to a 250 mL three-neck flask and degassed under stirring at 125 °C for 1 h. Then, 0.8 mL
of vanadium oxychloride was added into the mixtures and heated to 250 °C in an ambient
air environment. The temperature was maintained for 30 minutes. Next, purification is
conducted by adding toluene and methanol followed by centrifugation for six times.
Afterward, the as‐synthesized product was thoroughly washed with deionized (DI) water
and dispersed in DI water to form a precursor solution (0.5 mg mL−1). The precursor
solution was then sonicated in an ultrasonic bath until a clear ink was formed.

Solution-process Fabrication of Electrodes
In order to obtain the accurate mass loading of the V3O7 on the ITO-coated glass, the dropcasting method was chosen for the fabrication of electrodes. Prior to drop-casting, the ITO38
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coated glass was surface modified by immersing the substrate into 1 wt% PEI solution and
DI water for 30 minutes and 5 minutes, respectively. Next, 1.2 mL of V3O7 ink was dropcasted onto ITO glass covering an 8 mm × 35 mm area. The concentrations of the V3O7
colloid used for drop-casting was 0.5 mg mL−1. The V3O7 electrodes for the prototype
display device were prepared by drop-casting 1.2 mL of V3O7 colloid (0.5 mg mL−1) onto
a mask (half maple leaf with an area of 2.65 cm2) covered ITO glass substrate (5 cm × 6
cm). All the drop-casted samples were post-annealed in air at 90 °C for 24 hours.

Characterization
To analyze the composition and structure of samples, X-ray powder diffraction (XRD)
(Bruker D8‐Advance) with Cu Kα‐radiation, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
(Kratos AXIS Ultra), transmission electron microscope (TEM) (JEM-ARM200CF, JEOL),
and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (Zeiss SIGMA FESEM,
Germany) were used. Binding energy values of the XPS results were corrected to the C 1S
peak at 284.6 eV. Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a Zahner
electrochemical workstation (Zennium CIMPS-1). A two-electrode configuration was used
for electrochemical measurements with Zn foil as the counter electrode in a 1 M ZnSO 4
solution. The self-coloring processes were tested by applying 0 V for 100 s between Zn foil
and the V3O7 cathode. For the comparison of Li+ ions and Zn2+ ions, a three-electrode
configuration was used for electrochemical measurements with Pt wire and Ag/AgCl as
counter and reference electrodes in a 1 M ZnSO4 solution. An Ocean Optics USB4000
spectrometer was used to measure the optical wavelength transmission. No background
correction (subtracting the transmittance loss of the ITO-coated glass) was applied to the
spectra. The dynamic characterization of the V3O7 electrode was conducted by transmitting
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632.8 nm laser beam radiation form a helium neon laser. The voltage was applied from
Zahner and the photodiode output signal was measured and collected with an oscilloscope.
The response times are calculated based on the 90% transmittance change of total optical
contrast. The prototype aqueous Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery display is constructed by
sandwiching a Zn anode between two pieces of V3O7 cathodes, using the 1 M ZnSO4 as the
electrolyte.

4.3 Results and Discussion
A photograph of the aqueous vanadium oxide ink (0.5 mg mL−1), shown in Figure 4-1a,
reveals the high quality of the as-synthesized ink. The green colored colloidal suspension
is transparent to the naked eye, while a strong Tyndall effect was observed. This indicates
the nanoscale size of the colloidal suspension. To analyze the structure of the as-synthesized
ink, the phase composition of the colloidal suspension was dried at room temperature and
characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement. As shown in Figure 4-1b,
the diffraction peaks of vanadium oxide nanoparticles can be indexed to the orthorhombic
V3O7·H2O (JCPDS No. 00-028-1433) phase. The broaden diffraction peaks indicate the
small primary particle size and weak crystallinity of V3O7·H2O. Oxygen deficiency is
consistent with the green color of the ink, which is attributed to the presence of V4+ (see the
original V 2p XPS spectrum of the V3O7 film shown in Figure 4-3c). Figure 4-1c and 4-1d
show the field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of the drop-casted
V3O7 films, depicting a uniform nanoparticle morphology. The transmission electron
microscope (TEM) image, depicted in Figure 4-1e, confirms that the nanoparticle size of
the V3O7 is approximately 200 nm. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4-1f, the elemental
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mapping images demonstrate the co-existence of O and V elements, which further confirms
that the nanoparticle is composed of vanadium oxide.

Figure 4-1. (a) Photograph of the V3O7 colloidal, the Tyndall effect (632.8 nm laser light
scattering) confirms the formation of nanosized suspension. (b) XRD pattern of the green
colloidal suspension indicating the formation of small primary particle size and weak
crystallinity of V3O7·H2O. (c,d) FESEM images of the prepared V3O7 nanoparticle films at
low magnification and at high magnification. (e) BF (Bright-filed) TEM image of V3O7
nanoparticle dropped on TEM grid. (f) DF (Dark-field) TEM image of V3O7 nanoparticle
and the corresponding elemental mapping images of O, V and the overlapped images.
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Notably, since it may be argued that the large radius of hydrated Zn2+ would diminish the
electrochemical performance of the electrode materials, compared to the small radius of
hydrated Li+,[98] we compared the electrochemical performance of the V3O7 electrode via
the cyclic voltammetry (CV) scanning in different electrolytes (1 M LiCl and 1 M ZnSO 4,
Figure B-1). Clearly, the utilization of Zn2+ significantly enhance the electrochemical
performance which is attributed to the small size of the V3O7 nanoparticles and the large
interlayer space and voids that are accessible for the hydrated Zn2+.[98] Based on the fact
that Zn2+ significantly enhances the electrochemical performance of the V3O7 film, we
assembled an aqueous Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery display (depicted in Figure 4-2a).
Here, a zinc foil and a V3O7 film were used as the anode and the cathode, respectively, and
a 1 M ZnSO4 solution was used as the electrolyte due to the high electrochemical activity
of the V3O7 film towards Zn2+. The CV curve of the V3O7 nanoparticle film in a twoelectrode configuration is depicted in Figure 4-2b. There are two pairs of redox peaks,
around 0.49/0.72 and 0.84/1.15 V, indicating a two-step reaction associated with Zn2+ ions
insertion and extraction through the V3O7 electrode. Notably, similar redox peaks were
observed in V2O5·nH2O for zinc ion batteries.[99] To understand the electrochemical
behavior of this electrode, the galvanostatic charge/discharge processes were measured
under different current densities. As depicted in Figure 4-2c, the specific capacities vary
from 145 to 67 mAh g-1 as the current densities vary from 100 to 1000 mA g-1. The V3O7
electrode delivers an initial discharge capacity of 145 mAh g-1 at 100 mA g-1, with a
coulombic efficiency of 87% and round-trip energy efficiency (RTEE) of 93%. The RTEE
is an important metric to evaluate the energy retrieval capability of the Zn-V3O7
electrochromic battery displays. The high RTEE reveals that 93% of the consumed energy
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can be retrieved at a current density of 100 mA g-1. Figure 4-2d shows the change in optical
transmittance of the V3O7 cathode under different voltages. Notably, the coloration process
is a discharging process and the bleaching process is a charging process. During the
discharging process (0.2 V), the intercalation of the Zn2+ ions into the V3O7 cathode triggers
a coloration process (grayish-blue). Upon the charging process (1.6 V), the deintercalation
of the Zn2+ ions induce a bleaching process (yellow). The reversible charging/discharging
of V3O7 electrode exhibits an optical contrast of 21% at 632.8 nm (without subtracting the
transmittance loss of the ITO-coated glass). In Figure 4-2e, the in situ self-coloring time
(Zn2+ ions insertion) of the V3O7 cathode is measured at 0 V for 100 seconds. The selfcoloration time, defined as the time required for achieving 90% of maximum optical
contrast,[100] is measured to be 6.6 seconds. This self-coloration time is faster than the
previously reported coloration time (~18 s) of vanadium oxide nanowire films triggered by
external voltages.[101] The V3O7 electrode shows fully discharged capacity and charged
capacity at 0.2 V and 1.6 V, respectively (Figure 4-2c). This indicates the V3O7 electrode
can be fully colored under 0.2 V and bleached under 1.6 V. Thus, the dynamic transmittance
characterization of the V3O7 electrode was tested in the 0.2-1.6V window. As shown in
Figure 4-2f, the response times are calculated to be 10.4 seconds for coloration and 28.6
seconds for bleaching. Moreover, the coloration efficiency (CE), defined as the change in
optical density (ΔOD) per unit of charge intercalated into the electrochromic layer,[79] is
measured to be 20.6 cm2 C−1 (Figure B-2). The CE value is similar to the value reported for
Li+-based vanadium oxide electrochromic films,[92,102] indicating Zn2+ ions are efficient and
promising in electrochromic battery displays.
To evaluate the energy efficiency of this Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery display during
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rapid switching processes, energy densities of both coloration process and bleaching
process during the selected round-trip cycle in Figure 4-2f are compared and shown in
Figure 4-2g. As depicted in Figure 4-2g, 15.2 mWh g-1 (32.6 mWh m-2) is retrieved from
94.7 mWh g-1 (202.9 mWh m-2). This indicates that the round-trip net-energy consumption
is only 79.5 mWh g-1 (170.3 mWh m-2). Furthermore, it should be noted that the
electrochromic battery display has eliminated the energy consumption during the coloration
process. There is only one process consuming energy in the electrochromic battery display,
while the traditional electrochromic display consumes energy in both coloration and
bleaching processes. The low value of the retrieved energy is attributed to the chosen low
discharge bias for a rapid coloration process (i.e. there is an interplay between the fast
switching time requirement and high energy retrieval capability). The amount of retrieved
energy can be further improved via the design of high-conductive electrode materials
having open-framework structures.[103] The cycle stability of the drop-casted film is shown
in Figure B-3, which requires a further study on the interface engineering to improve the
cycle performance.[30]
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Figure 4-2. (a) Schematic illustration of an aqueous Zn/V3O7 cell. (b) CV curve of V3O7
film tested via a two-electrode configuration in 1 M ZnSO4 solution. (c) Charge-discharge
curves of V3O7 film at various current densities. The pair of curves in the same color refers
to the charge and the discharge processes, respectively. (d) Optical transmittance of the
V3O7 electrode under different voltages for 100 s: green initial state (As-dep.), grayish-blue
reduced state (0.2 V) and yellow oxidized state (1.6 V). e) In situ self-coloring (discharge)
process of the V3O7 electrode. (f) In-situ transmittance spectrum of the V3O7 electrode at
632.8 nm under pulsed voltages of 0.2 V (coloring) for 60 s and 1.6 V (bleaching) for 60 s.
(g) Energy densities comparison during the selected round-trip cycle in Figure 4-2f.
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To shed light on the operation of the Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery display, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out to evaluate the valence state of the V
accompanied by Zn2+ ions insertion/extraction. As illustrated in Figure 4-3a, the XPS
survey spectrum of the as-deposited V3O7 film indicates the presence of only V and O
elements, without other impurities. After coloration under 0.2 V, the presence of Zn
confirms the insertion of Zn2+ ions. After being bleached under 1.6 V, the weak intensities
of Zn 2p peaks indicate that most of the Zn2+ ions are extracted from the V3O7 electrode.
The presence of Zn2+ residue in the electrode is due to the intercalated Zn2+ ions are trapped
at the “dead Zn2+ sites” and cannot be extracted from the V3O7 lattice during the following
bleaching process.[104] Nonetheless, the trapped Zn2+ ions can be extracted from the dead
Zn2+ sites by applying a high current.[105] These findings are further confirmed by the high
resolution Zn 2p core level XPS spectra (Figure 4-3b). As expected, the
intercalation/deintercalation of Zn2+ ions would induce the valence state change of the V.
Figure 4-3c depicts the high-resolution V 2p core level XPS spectra of the V3O7 film under
different states. The most intense doublet peaks are located at 517.6 and 524.8 eV. These
peaks are assigned to the V5+ ions.[106] Another pair of peaks, centered at 516.2 and 523.0
eV, are assigned to the V4+ ions. The atomic ratio of V5+/V4+ for the as-deposited V3O7 film
is estimated to be 2.13 (Table B-1), which is approximately equal to the atomic ratio of V5+
and V4+ ions in the V3O7.[107] During the coloration process (0.2 V), the high valence state
of V5+ was partially reduced to V4+ and the atomic ratio of V5+/V4+ decreased to 0.32 (Table
B-1). Interestingly, the V5+/V4+ atomic ratio of the bleached film (1.6 V) is estimated to be
4.88 (Table B-1), which is larger than the ratio of the as-deposited V3O7 film. The larger
V5+/V4+ ratio induces a high transmittance of the electrode, as confirmed in the
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transmittance spectra shown in Figure 4-2d.

Figure 4-3. (a) XPS survey spectrum of the V3O7 film during discharging/charging. (b) Zn
2p XPS spectrum of the V3O7 film during discharging/charging. (c) V 2p XPS spectrum
of the V3O7 film during discharging/charging.

To further evaluate the performance of the vanadium oxide electrodes for practical use in
electrochromic battery displays, a prototype 5cm × 6cm device was assembled as shown
schematically in Figure 4-4a. The V3O7 films were prepared on an ITO-coated glass
substrate (formed into a half maple leaf shape) by a drop-casting technique. The
combination of the two pieces of V3O7 electrode form a complementary full maple leaf.
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The demonstrated electrochromic battery display, showing the pattern of a yellow maple
leaf (oxidized state), has an open circuit potential (OCP) of 1.38 V (Figure 4-4b). Despite
the fact that the standard electrode potential of Al anode being higher than Zn anode, the
OCP value is slightly higher than the value of previously reported Al3+-based
electrochromic battery,[108] Figure 4-4c depicts the functionalities of the electrochromic
battery display captured in digital images. The reversible switching of multicolor displays
(fully yellow, fully grayish-blue and half yellow-half grayish-blue maple leaves) are
operated either via lighting an 0.5 V regulated LED for self-coloring process (grayish-blue)
or through applying an external voltage of 1.6 V for bleaching process (yellow). The LED
can be powered for more than 28 min (Figure 4-4d and 4-4e), indicating the good energy
retrieval capabilities of the electrochromic battery display prototype. The dynamic
transmittance characterization of the electrochromic battery display at an optical
wavelength of 632.8 nm is evaluated by applying the pulsed voltages of 0.2 (60 s) and 1.6
V (60 s) (Figure 4-4f). Remarkably, the reversible coloring/bleaching processes of the
electrochromic battery display exhibits an optical contrast of 19 % at 632.8 nm. The
response times, similar to the performance of the single V3O7 cathode (Figure 4-2f), are
calculated to be 12 s for coloration and 30.4 s for bleaching, respectively. Furthermore, the
energy densities comparison during the dynamic switch between colored state and bleached
state are shown in Figure 4-4g. Here, 14.4 mWh g-1 (32.6 mWh m-2) is retrieved from 88.9
mWh g-1 (201.2 mWh m-2). Even though the response times and the retrieved energy show
a slight decay compared to the Zn-V3O7 system tested in a cuvette, the demonstrated
electrochromic battery display is a promising technology for large-scale and energyefficient electrochromic displays.
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Figure 4-4. (a) Schematic illustration of the prototype electrochromic battery display. (b)
Digital photograph of the electrochromic battery display, showing the pattern of a yellow
maple. The OCP of 1.38 V indicates the electrochromic battery display is under a charged
state. (c) The functionalities of the demonstrated electrochromic battery display with digital
photographs. (d,e) The digital photographs of a 0.5 V regulated LED powered by
electrochromic battery display at 1 and 28 min. (f) In-situ transmittance spectrum of the
electrochromic battery display by applying pulsed voltages of 0.2 (60 s) and 1.6 V (60 s) at
an optical wavelength of 632.8 nm. (g) Energy densities comparison during the selected
round-trip cycle in Figure 4-4f.
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4.4 Summary
A simple, scalable method for synthesizing aqueous V3O7 nanoparticle inks was reported,
which offers the potential for fabricating large-scale thin films via solution-processed
techniques. Using drop-casted V3O7 electrodes as cathodes and Zn foils as anodes, the
process was used to realize novel Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery displays. The V3O7
cathode delivers a reversible switch between a grayish-blue reduced state and a yellow
oxidized state associated with Zn2+ ions insertion (self-coloring/discharging) and extraction
(bleaching/charging). This Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery display platform exhibits an
optical transmittance contrast of 21% at 632.8 nm, high self-coloration time of 6.6 seconds
(coloration at 0 V) and rapid switching times of 10.4/28.6 seconds (coloration at 0.2
V/bleaching at 1.6 V). Moreover, for the first time, we demonstrated energy retrieval
function of an electrochromic display. It was found that 15.2 mWh g-1 (32.6 mWh m-2) of
energy can be recovered back. As a proof of concept, a prototype aqueous Zn-V3O7
electrochromic battery display was constructed and showed the display can reversibly
switch between the multi-colors (fully yellow, fully grayish-blue and half yellow-half
grayish-blue maple leaves), along with the energy retrieval function via lighting an LED
for 28 min. These findings present a new paradigm in synthesizing aqueous V3O7
nanoparticle inks for electrochromic battery display having energy retrieval capability, as
such facilitating the development of energy-efficient electrochromic displays.
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Conclusion and Future Outlook
5.1 Conclusion
This thesis presented recent efforts in developing energy-efficient smart windows. We
demonstrate that MoO2+x films, where Mo in the valence state of IV and V, can be used for
high-performance supercapacitor electrodes. As the counter electrode, the introduction of
MoO2+x counter electrode remarkably lowers the activation and bleaching potential of WO3
electrochromic layer. These properties make the MoO2+x film an ideal counter electrode to
store ions for an electrochromic supercapacitor. To put this MoO2+x based smart window
into perspective within the state-of-the-art smart window platforms, Table 5-1 summarizes
and compares the key electrochromic metrics. Clearly, this MoO2+x based smart window
exhibits a high optical contrast and rapid switching times.

Table 5-1. Comparison of current state-of-the-art smart windows.
Ref.
This
work
Cheng
at al.109
Wang
et al.110
Azam
et al.111
Li et
al.30

Device

Coloration

Bleaching

WO3||MoO2+x

-0.5 V

0.5 V

WO3||FTO

-3.5 V

3V

WO3||FTO

-1 V

1V

WO3||ITO

-3 V

3V

MoO3W0.71Mo0.29O3
||NiO

-2.5 V

2.5 V

State of
electrolyte

Size
(cm2)

gel

9

liquid

100

—

gel

9

Coloration: 10.7
Bleaching: 6.9

liquid

—

—

liquid

64

∆T

Response time (s)

63% at
632.8 nm
～65% at
700 nm
～60% at
700 nm
～63% at
700 nm

Coloration:24.2
Bleaching: 32
Coloration: 17
Bleaching: 15

～41.9 % at
632.8 nm
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Cai et
al.27
Zhang
et al.112
Zhang
et al.87
Cao et
al.89
Li et
al.40
Zhang
et al.113
Lang et
al.114

WO3||CeO2

-0.7 V

1V

WO3||LiAl

1.6 V

4V

WO3-x||ITO

-4 V

1V

Ta-TiO2||NiO

-3.5 V

1V

W0.71Mo0.29O3
||FTO

-3.5 V

1.5 V

WO3-x||ITO

-2.8 V

1.2 V

ECPMagenta||MC
CP

-0.5 V

0.8 V

～73% at
633 nm
～77% at
633 nm
～73% at
650 nm
～72.7 % at
550 nm
～68% at
632.8 nm
～71.1 % at
633 nm@

Coloration: 12.7
Bleaching: 15.8
Coloration: 19
Bleaching: 71

～38% at
550 nm

liquid

20.25

liquid

4

—

liquid

~2.8

—

liquid

~3.75

—

liquid

100

Coloration: 30
Bleaching: 17

liquid

~4

Coloration: 5.7
Bleaching: 19

gel

10

Interestingly, MoO3−y films, where Mo in the valence state of V and VI, exhibit excellent
catalytic properties for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Furthermore, we show that
MoO3 films, where Mo is at its highest oxidation state (VI), exhibit battery characteristics.
This strategy to fabricate sub-stoichiometric molybdenum oxide nanofilms with
supercapacitive properties lowers the activation and bleaching potential of the
electrochromic layers and further lowers the energy consumption of smart windows.
Moreover, the effect of different valences (IV, V and VI) on the electrochemical
performance of the molybdenum oxide films was revealed, which has the potential to be
applied to other transition metal oxides.
Next, a scalable method to synthesize an aqueous V3O7 nanoparticle ink is presented, which
is compatible with solution-process techniques for aqueous Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery
displays. The newly developed Zn-V3O7 electrochromic battery displays eliminate the
energy consumption for coloration while retrieving the consumed energy for bleaching. For
a proof of concept, a prototype display is constructed. The display prototype can reversibly
switch between the multi-colors (fully yellow, fully grayish-blue and half yellow-half
grayish-blue images) and partially retrieves the consumed energy. This research presents a
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facile strategy to synthesize aqueous V3O7 inks, as well as a novel electrochromic battery
display having energy retrieval functions, thus facilitating the development of energyefficient electrochromic devices.

5.2 Future Outlook
The previous work showed that MoO2+x film as the ion storage layer in a complementary
electrochromic device can remarkably decrease the activation potential of WO3. However,
the frame shape of the MoO2+x film limits the diffusion of ions. Changing the
electrodeposition electrolyte and other parameters, such as complexing agents and
additives, can help to synthesize a thin film that combines supercapacitive properties and
high transmittance. Hence, the frame-shaped counter electrode can be replaced by a planeparallel counter electrode, which maintains constant transverse ion diffusion regardless of
scale.
Moreover, electrochromic batteries that incorporate electrochromic phenomena and energy
storage functionalities in a single device are promising for green and renewable energy
storage applications. The novel electrochromic battery display having energy retrieval
functions was presented. Further investigation of electrochromic batteries based on
different electrochromic materials may be a promising direction for future research.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Characterization of molybdenum
oxide films
Schematic of electrodeposition, EIS, SEM, XPS, CV, and stability test of molybdenum
oxide films are included.
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Figure A-1. Schematic of MoO2+x films electrodeposited on ITO glass

A 2 cm×2 cm area of the ITO film was removed from the substrate, via laser ablation, to
create a non-conductive region on the glass substrate. A three-electrode configuration was
used to electrodeposit MoO2+x films, with Pt wire, ITO glass, and Ag/AgCl as the counter,
working and reference electrodes, respectively. The MoO3 colloid was electrodeposited
onto an effective 3×3 cm2 area of the ITO glass substrate at a pulsed (1 second) current of
−0.3 mA cm−2 and a pulsed (3 seconds) 0.03 mA cm−2 for 1,200 cycles, to obtain the MoO2+x
film.
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Table A-1. Atomic ratio of Mo (VI, V and VI) in MoO2+x, MoO3-y, and MoO3 films.
Sample
MoO2+x
MoO3-y
MoO3

Mo (IV)
0.61
-

Atomic ratio of Mo
Mo (V)
0.39
0.52
-

Value of x or y
Mo (VI)
0.48
1.00

0.20
0.26
-

For MoO2+x film, the atomic ratio of Mo (IV) and Mo (V) is estimated to be 1.56, which
indicates that the value of x is ～0.20.
For MoO3-y film, the atomic ratio of Mo (V) and Mo (VI) is estimated to be 1.08, which
indicates that the value of y is ～0.26
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Figure A-2. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) of MoO2+x electrode in 0.5M
H2SO4 solution.

The Nyquist plot of the MoO2+x electrode is composed of semi-circle component at high
frequency (HFS) and linear component at low frequency. The small semi-circle component
demonstrates a low resistance of H+ ions migration through the surface of electrodes. While
only one semi-circle is shown in high frequency region, the absence of middle-to-low
frequency semicircle (MLFS) contributes to low charge transfer resistance. Also, the plot
shows a short Warburg region, indicating fast diffusion of H+ ions. At lowest frequency
region, the steep line reflects capacitive behavior, confirmed that MoO2+x films are
promising for supercapacitors.[30,68]
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Figure A-3. EIS of (a) MoO3-y electrode and (b) bare ITO substrate (c) magnified highfrequency region of bare ITO glass. All tests were conducted in 0.5M H2SO4 solution.

The intercept of the plot on real axis is defined as internal resistance (Rs), which is used for
the correction of LSV curve. In Figure A-3a, compared to MoO2+x electrode, while the
inclined line, the Nyquist plot of MoO3-y electrode in Warburg region shows a tendency to
move toward the real axis, indicating a relatively slow diffusion of H+ ions. Bare ITO
substrate shows an extremely large middle frequency semicircle in Figure A-3b, which is
attributed to poor charge-transfer through the electrode/electrolyte interface.
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Figure A-4. Cycle performance of MoO2+x nanofilm.

In Figure A-4, only a slight reduction was observed in first 20 cycles for the cycle
performance of MoO2+x nanofilm. The reason is that some nanoparticles which are poorly
connected to ITO substrate will become detached, thus leading to reduction of areal
capacitance in first 20 cycles.[79] After 20 cycles, capacitance loss is negligible.
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Figure A-5. (a) FESEM image of as prepared MoO3 nanofilm. (b) Mo 3d XPS spectrum of
MoO3. (c) CV curve for α-MoO3 in 0.5M H2SO4 solution at scan rate of 50mV s-1.

In Figure A-5a, the morphology of MoO3 films were evaluated by field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM), suggesting concentrated nanoflakes structure of αMoO3.[80] In Figure A-5b, the high-resolution XPS Mo 3d core level spectrum shows only
Mo (VI) peak which is an indication of a full elimination of oxygen vacancies. Furthermore,
the CV curve of α-MoO3 in Figure A-5c shows clear redox reaction peaks, which suggests
that the α-MoO3 film can be utilized as a battery electrode.
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Appendix B: Characterization of vanadium oxide
nanoparticle films
Atomic ratio, CE, CV, and stability test of vanadium oxide nanoparticle films are included.
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Figure B-1. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurement of V3O7 electrodes performed at 50
mV s−1 scan rate in 1M LiCl electrolyte and 1M ZnSO4 electrolyte.

The CV curves of the V3O7 electrodes in different electrolytes (1M LiCl and 1M ZnSO4)
are shown in Figure B-1. The two anodic peaks located at 0.61 (Peak 1) and -0.06 V (Peak
2) and two cathodic peaks located at 0.01 (Peak 3) and -0.39 V (Peak 4) suggest a multistep
intercalation and deintercalation process. The CV curve of the V3O7 cathode, measured in
the ZnSO4 electrolyte, exhibits higher current densities (～1.9 times higher at Peak 1, ～
3.3 times higher at Peak 2, ～2.0 times high at Peak 3 and ～2.1 times high at Peak 4),
compared to that tested in LiCl. This indicates that the V3O7 cathode is more
electrochemically active towards the Zn2+ (i.e. attributed to the small size of the V3O7
nanoparticles and the large interlayer space and voids that are accessible to the hydrated
Zn2+).
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Figure B-2. Coloration Efficiency (CE) of vanadium oxide nanoparticle film.

The coloration efficiency, defined as the change in optical density (ΔOD) per unit of charge
intercalated into the electrochromic layer, is measured to be 20.6 cm2 C−1 of vanadium
oxide film (Figure B-2). This value is similar to the CE of Li+-based vanadium oxide
electrochromic films which are triggered by an external potential.[92,102] The CE value
indicates that the Zn2+ ions are efficient intercalating ions for electrochromic displays.
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Figure B-3. Cycle performance of the V3O7 nanoparticle films at 1000 mAh g-1.

In Figure B-3, there is only 40% capacity retention after 100 cycles because of the limitation
of the film deposition technique (drop-casting method). Some of the drop-casted
nanoparticles are poorly adhere to the ITO substrate and detach during the
charging/discharging processes. A further study on the interface engineering to improve the
cycle performance is a necessary. Clearly, the synthesized high-quality ink requires a better
methodology for film fabrication.
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Table B-1. Atomic ratio of V4+ and V5+ in the as-deposited, reduced and oxidized vanadium
oxide films.
Sample

As-deposited
Reduced (0.2 V)
Oxidized (1.6 V)

Atomic percentage of V in different
valence states
5+
V
V4+
0.68
0.32
0.24
0.76
0.83
0.17

V5+/V4+

2.13
0.32
4.88

For the as-deposited vanadium oxide film, the atomic ratio of V5+/V4+ is estimated to be
2.13 (Table B-1), which is approximately equal to the atomic ratio of V5+ and V4+ ions in
crystalline V3O7.[107] With the decrease/increase of the atomic ratio of V5+/V4+ during
discharging/charging, the V3O7 films switch reversibly between a grayish-blue reduced
state (0.2 V) and a yellow oxidized state (1.6 V) associated with Zn2+ ions insertion and
extraction.
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